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CPS Basics Now Provides High Capacity, Low Cost Solution for UPS and USPS Shipping 

 
FORT MYERS, FL – September 16, 2013 – Today, Harvey Software, Inc., the well-known leader 
in providing multi-carrier shipping software for the past 30 years, announced the availability of a 
two carrier optimized version of its popular CPS Basics® shipping software system that focuses 
on specific business needs.  The two carrier version of CPS Basics is designed for small 
business Internet retailers and others who want to utilize the offerings of UPS® and the US 
Postal Service® to their best possible advantage. 
 
"We are excited to again offer our CPS Basics program," said Bert Hamilton, Harvey Software’s 
CEO.  "CPS Basics is easy to install and use and is specifically targeted for small business 
shippers.  All CPS Powered shipping software is carrier compliant, so you are ready to start 
shipping immediately after setup.  CPS Basics is the quick way to go from order to label to 
tracking without any changes to current procedures or custom programming," Mr. Hamilton 
continued.  “CPS Basics provides merchants lightning-fast shipping with mistake-proof 
technology that can use data directly from their order system,” Mr. Hamilton explained.  “CPS 
Basics slashes package processing time to seconds as it electronically shops for the best rate 
among the carriers and services you specify.  The included Address Verification Module assures 
the most accurate commercial/residential rate comparisons while minimizing undeliverable 
packages.  CPS Basics provides a powerful combination that streamlines shipping and puts 
immediate value right on the bottom line," Mr. Hamilton concluded. 
 
For more information and to learn how CPS Basics can improve your bottom line, visit: 
http://www.CPSBasics.com/. 
 
About Harvey Software, Inc. 
 
Harvey Software is an established, leading developer of globally ready, multi-carrier shipping 
software solutions, providing businesses with shipping solutions since 1983. Harvey Software's 
extensive line of premium shipping software solutions Powered by CPS™ increases profits, 
boosts domestic and international shipping efficiency, reduces shipping expenses and eliminates 
the inefficiencies of single carrier software systems. CPS Powered shipping software is UPS 
Ready®, USPS® certified and works with Internet Postage. All CPS Powered shipping software 
solutions can be purchased, downloaded, installed, and supported all over the Internet 
 
For additional information about this release, contact Terry Kennedy, Chief Operating Officer, 
Harvey Software, Inc., 7050 Winkler Rd. #104, Fort Myers, FL 33919, 800-231-0296, 
http://www.HarveySoft.com/.  We make logistics easy! 
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